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consists four parts .of course ,it is not difficult ,though i can not get

high score because I am too nervous to concentrate on the test .

Section 1 it is about painting course, which is about who can take in

,the aim, the achievement ,whether the equipment can be bought or

prepared by oneself ,when and where is held ,and so on .also ,the

about 7 T/F questions can be easily found in the essay. Section 2

there are 2 parts. one is about a bilinguistic college ,the info. are

about who can take up , the faculty (expert ) ,the course ,benefits

,and course condition ,i.e ,it is not open if it is less than 12 people ,if

the course is not open ,the fee will be returned fully . Q are about 6-7

multi-choice. can be found in the topic or in the beginning or end of

every phrase . maybe the last one is more difficult ,"when you can get

the fully returned fee? my answer is no less than 12 people ,but

almost all my fellows choose B: the expert will not found. I think it is

not true, because ,the answer and the question is not at the same

position ,also ,there are not relation between them. I think ,in such

test ,we should not speculate. another is also about a college .includes

the convent location, the faculty ,which can help you go though at

the beginning , library and other facilities , underling 5 years old /

nursing ,which is first come first serviced ,and so on . Q are about 6-7

t/f, it is hard to distinguish which is false ,which is not given. Section

3 first ,you have to face 7 match questions .it is about 8 kinds of

courses ,in each part, it tell clearly about what is to be taught ,you



have to match which is about management ,secretary, beauty

,administration, and so on .I think it is the easiest part in the reading

test. Iin the last parts ,you will read clearly about Sydney fish market

.it tells that the feature, the price ,the factors influence the price ,i.e,

the weather and immigration group .meanwhile the organization

manage the market ,the tourism ,how to appeal to the tourist . it is

easy to understand ,but is is hard to give precise answers to the

following 6-7 T/F questions. From 36-40 ,no more than 3 words ,the

answers can be found in the last two phases . 100Test 下载频道开通

，各类考试题目直接下载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


